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EXCHANGE RATES
Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.781
Indian Rupees 4.293
Pakistani Rupees 1.979
Srilankan Rupees 1.680
Nepali Rupees 2.677
Singapore Dollar 221.580
Hongkong Dollar 39.332
Bangladesh Taka 3.557
Philippine Peso 6.048
Thai Baht 9.816
Malaysian Ringgit 78.120

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.508
Qatari Riyal 83.949
ani Riyal 793.892
Bahraini Dinar 811.610
UAE Dirham 83.218

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 22.280
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 19.464
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.227
Tunisian Dinar 113.970
Jordanian Dinar 431.210
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.204
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.426

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 305.450
Euro 335.540
Sterling Pound 398.150
Canadian dollar 231.050
Turkish lira 51.420
Swiss Franc 315.220
US Dollar Buying 298.000

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 305.100
Canadian Dollar 230.415
Sterling Pound 396.890
Euro 334.500
Swiss Frank 300.270
Bahrain Dinar 811.375
UAE Dirhams 83.470
Qatari Riyals 84.710
Saudi Riyals 82.225
Jordanian Dinar 431.615
Egyptian Pound 19.452
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.679
Indian Rupees 4.279
Pakistani Rupees 1.974
Bangladesh Taka 3.560
Philippines Pesso 6.040
Cyprus pound 18.150
Japanese Yen 3.775
Syrian Pound 1.678
Nepalese Rupees 2.678
Malaysian Ringgit 74.600

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.388639 0.402539
Czech Korune 0.005345 0.014645
Danish Krone 0.040509 0.045509
Euro 0. 325604 0.339304
Georgian Lari 0.105505 0.105505
Hungarian 0.000892 0.001082
Norwegian Krone 0.028971 0.034171
Romanian Leu 0.052875 0.069725
Russian Ruble 0.004816 0.004816 
Slovakia 0.009148 0.019148
Swedish Krona 0.027639 0.032639
Swiss Franc 0.306436 0.317436

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.197280 0.209280
New Zealand Dollar 0.191021 0.200521

America
Canadian Dollar 0.224472 0.233472
US Dollars 0.301350 0.305900
US Dollars Mint 0.301850 0.305900

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.002883 0.003684

Chinese Yuan 0.042349 0.045849
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037239 0.039989
Indian Rupee 0.003629 0.004401
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002694 0.002874
Korean Won 0.000249 0.000264
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069924 0.075924
Nepalese Rupee 0.002604 0.002944
Pakistan Rupee 0.001324 0.002094
Philippine Peso 0.005857 0.006157
Singapore Dollar 0.215028 0.225028
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001319 0.001899
Taiwan 0.010081 0.010261
Thai Baht 0.009466 0.010016
Vietnamese Dong 0.00013 0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.804050 0.812130
Egyptian Pound 0.019315 0.022056
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000200 0.000260
Jordanian Dinar 0.425917 0.434917
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000102 0.000252
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021125 0.045125
Omani Riyal 0.788238 0.796160
Qatar Riyal 0.083243 0.084079
Saudi Riyal 0.080367 0.081667
Syrian Pound 0.001295 0.001515
Tunisian Dinar 0.103452 0.111452
Turkish Lira 0.044391 0.054236
UAE Dirhams 0.082528 0.083358
Yemeni Riyal 0.000993 0.001073

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 46.050
Thai Bhat 10.790
Turkish Lira 51.115
Singapore dollars 220.797

Express your love 
with a Joyalukkas 
Be Mine Collection 
this Valentine’s Day
KUWAIT:  For those
who are looking for the
perfect gift for their
loved this Valentine’s
Day, Joyalukkas has
lined up a range of
exquisite designs to
special day, under its
Be Mine Collection.
The limited-edition
collection features inti-
mate heart-themed
jewelry including pen-
dants, rings, earrings
and bracelets in certi-
fied diamonds, rose
and yellow gold.  Keeping up the tradition of cele-
brating the day of love, Joyalukkas has announced
exciting offers to make the day all the more special.

John Paul Alukkas, Executive Director, Joyalukkas
Group said “Today, people are getting more creative
in terms of the gift they choose for their loved ones.
They are seeking something that’s more than ordi-
nary.  Keeping up with the trend, we have
redesigned our whole range of Be Mine Collection,
which is trendy, young and eye-catching.  You will
see a world of change in the patterns as compared to
last year’s collection.  I invite everyone to explore
our collection and take advantage of our offers.  I
wish everyone a Happy Valentine’s Day.”

During the promotion period, customers will be
rewarded with a free 2-gram Gold Coin on pur-
chase of Diamond, Polki and Pearl Jewelry worth
KD 400 and more.  For similar purchases worth KD
250, customers will be rewarded with a free 1-gram
Gold Coin.  Customers can also enjoy 0 percent
deduction on Gold Exchange.  The Valentine’s Day
offers are valid till 15th February 2020 across all
Joyalukkas showrooms.

KUWAIT: Peugeot is continuing to buck the automo-
tive market trend across the GCC, as new figures
released by the French vehicle manufacturer show that
the company has enjoyed a year-on-year sales increase
of 62 percent over the first ten months of 2019.

Customers in Kuwait have purchased 68 percent
more cars and vans than by this stage last year, while
Oman is already experiencing strong demand for the
brand’s products, having only been relaunched in the
Sultanate at the end of 2018.

Peugeot’s range of stylish and innovative cars are
proving ever more popular amongst motorists across
the GCC. Leading the charge this year is the company’s
award-winning flagship SUV, the 3008, followed by the

7-seat SUV, the 5008. Peugeot’s recently launched
premium saloon, the 508 is also finding a growing num-
ber of new homes. In October Peugeot launched its ele-
gant Traveller ‘Combispace’, with room for up to nine
occupants, at a time when the brand’s range of robust
Light Commercial Vehicles (LCVs) continue to gain
traction. Just over half of all Peugeot LCV sales are of
the versatile Expert, with the Boxer and Partner models
accounting for around 20 percent each.

Ashish Tandon, General Manager at Kaico, said:
“Despite the challenging market conditions, the
brand’s resurgence in the region continues apace, as
more and more customers discover the many benefits
of owning a Peugeot. We aim to finish 2019 at close to

double the number of vehicles sold when compared to
2018. It’s an ambitious target, but we are confident
that the brand is perfectly positioned to continue to
go from strength to strength.”

As well Nader Salmeh, Senior executive manager
added “2019 was a defining year for Kaico. The
achieved results reflect the trust we have from clients
in the Kuwaiti market & is the hard work of a dedicat-
ed team that aims to prevail. The success we achieved
will be our new benchmark for more prosperity.”

With a firm focus on the ‘Push to Pass’ strategy -
Groupe PSA’s vision to become a global carmaker on
the leading edge of efficiency and a benchmark sup-
plier of mobility services - 2019 has seen major steps

taken to establish the Peugeot brand in the region.
Key recent appointments have included a new
Executive Vice President of Middle-East Africa
region, a new Head of Dealer Operations and a new
Head of Quality and Training at Groupe PSA GCC.

Stimulating, rewarding driving, sleek design, and
uncompromising quality form the brand’s pledge to its
customers and help produce the emotion provided by
each Peugeot vehicle. Operating in around 160 coun-
tries with more than 10,000 points of sale, the brand
sold more than 1,740,000 vehicles in 2018. Peugeot
combines exacting standards, allure and emotion with
the goal of being the definitive high-end, broad-based
brand with global reach.

168% sales growth during 2019 l KAICO leads the charge for the French brand

Peugeot, Al Shaya & Al Sagar, closes 
in on best-ever year in Kuwait market

Samsung joins 
the fold with 
Galaxy Z Flip 
smartphone
SAN FRANCISCO: Samsung on Tuesday unveiled its
second folding smartphone, a “Z Flip” handset with a
lofty price tag aimed at “trendsetters.” The smart-
phone flips open, like a case, opening into a 6.7-inch
screen, and fits in a pocket when folded.

Ultrathin glass used for the screen can be folded
and unfolded more than 200,000 times and resists
scratches, according to Samsung.

The Galaxy Z Flip will be available beginning
Friday at a starting price of $1,380, head of Samsung
product marketing Rebecca Hirst said at a San
Francisco unveiling. “It changes everything-space,
size, and the very way we use it,” Hirst said as she
held a Z Flip in the palm of a hand.

“The Z Flip is a statement smartphone; it is for
trendsetters and trailblazers.” When closed, the Z Flip
displays notifications such as time and phone calls,
and can still be used to take photos. The new device
comes amid growing interest in folding handsets, and
a similar “flip” Razr device recently introduced by
Motorola. Samsung launched its first foldable handset,
the Galaxy Fold, in September after faulty screens
forced an embarrassing delay of the release of the
$2,000 device.

Folding smartphones have been introduced by
Chinese makers Huawei and Royole. Analyst Patrick
Moorhead of Moor Insights & Strategy said Samsung
was moving ahead of  iPhone maker Apple, which he
does not expect to develop foldable screens in a
handset for at least three years. “I think that Apple is a
bit risk averse when it comes to designs these days,”
Moorhead said.

New 5G handset 
Samsung also introduced a new Galaxy S 20 Ultra

flagship model for its lineup of smartphones synched
to new 5G telecommunication networks. “5G will
completely change how we communicate, how we
game, and how we engage with the world around us,”
Samsung head of US mobile product management

Drew Blackard said during the presentation.
“This is the year of Galaxy 5G, and it begins right

here with the Galaxy S 20.” Unlike rivals, Samsung
has introduced a line of three 5G smartphones instead
of just one model, aiming to be in the lead in that mar-
ket, according to analyst Jack Gold of J. Gold
Associates. Galaxy S 20 models boast high definition
8K quality camera capabilities, and the Ultra model
zoom magnifies views up to 100 times, according to
demonstrations. Galaxy S 20 5G models have a start-
ing price of $999 and will be released on March 6,
according to the South Korean electronics giant,
which has been at or near the top of the smartphone
market in recent years. 

New collaborations 
Samsung also announced new collaborations with

streaming television titan Netflix and Xbox video
game console maker Microsoft. “We believe this is a
significant partnership that will provide millions of
Samsung users around the globe the best entertain-
ment experience,” said Netflix chief marketing officer

Jackie Lee-Joe. “Great stories come from anywhere
and should be loved everywhere.” Netflix will be pro-
viding Samsung S 20 phones to creators of some of
its original shows to make content for the global
streaming platform.

An Xbox car racing game, “Forza Street,” has been
tailored for play on S 20 phones, according to
Samsung. “This is just the beginning of or gaming
partnership with Xbox,” said head of US mobile chan-
nel marketing David Park. Samsung also touted work-
ing closely with Google to integrate the internet
giant’s technology into its new smartphones, such as
tailoring YouTube content for display on the Z Flip.

“I think the partnership play was very strong
today,” said Creative Strategies analyst Carolina
Milanesi. “Having Google here is a big deal. It seems
they are getting closer together; there was a time
when Samsung wanted to build its own ecosystem.
Barriers put in place by the US government to Google
providing its technology to Chinese smartphone mak-
er Huawei might have played into the tighter relation-
ship with Samsung, Milanesi reasoned.  —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Morrocan actress-model Leila Hadioui takes a selfie while holding a Samsung Galaxy Z Flip
phone displayed during the Samsung Galaxy Unpacked 2020 event in San Francisco, California yesterday. —AFP


